Tricky Journeys
Which journey will YOU take?
Are you ready for Tricky Journeys™? You’ll find yourself right smack in the middle of tricks, jokes, thrills, and fun in
these action-packed books. Each page tells what happens to the trickster and his or her friends. You get to decide
what happens next. Read each page until you reach a choice. Then pick the choice you like best. But be careful...
one wrong choice could land these tricksters in a mess even they can’t trick their way out of! Combining folktales
with interactivity and vocabulary-building text, these Twisted Journeys® style books for a younger age range each
feature a different trickster animal in stories adapted from classic folktales. Help the trickster outwit foes and fool
friends through cleverness, observation of art, and by choosing the right action at the right time.
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All books in the Tricky Journeys™ series
Arrp $12.99 • NZrrp $14.99 • Paperback • Reading age 7+
#1 Tricky Coyote Tales

#2 Tricky Rabbit Tales

Coyote is awfully hungry! Can he trick Bear into
giving him his lunch? Or fool the prairie dogs
into inviting him to their feast? But if Coyote’s
not careful, HE could end up on the menu! In
these coyote tales, YOU decide what happens
next!

Rabbit thinks he’s the cleverest animal in the
forest. But can he prove that to Fox, Gator, and
Bear? Rabbit needs to pull the best trick of all,
without getting caught . . . or eaten! In these
rabbit tales, YOU decide what happens next!

9780761378594

9780761378624

#3 Tricky Fox Tales

#4 Tricky Raven Tales

Fox is enjoying a nice day at the marketplace,
until her big cousin Roxy starts causing trouble.
How can a little fox beat a giant bully? She’ll
need to plan the perfect prank! In these fox tales,
YOU get to decide who the trickster tricks next!
Six journeys to follow! Which will YOU take?

Raven is cold and hungry. Can she trick her
cousin Crow into feeding her snacks? Or
can she sneak some fish away from a pair
of pelicans? She’ll have to keep away from
sleeping giants and mean beavers if she wants
to taste a single bite! In these raven tales, YOU
decide what happens next!
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#5 Tricky Spider Tales

#6 Tricky Monkey Tales

Spider wants to be a police captain! Can he
capture the evil Blacksnake and show the town
he’s a hero? Maybe he can stop Lion from
stealing the other animals’ food—but if he’s not
careful, he might wind up in Lion’s belly! In these
spider tales, YOU decide what happens next!

Monkey is searching for adventure! Can he learn
how to fly on a cloud? Will he defeat a fearsome
monster? Maybe he can become a brave sailor—
but if he’s not careful, he might wind up the
prisoner of pirates! In these monkey tales, YOU
decide what happens next!
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